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Abstract The article describes a variational scheme for the analysis of high-resolution hourly precipitation
from China Meteorological Administration gauges and NOAA CMORPH satellite products in China and
tests their impact on data-sparse regions and the heavy rainfall occurrences during the summer season
(June–August 2009). In the variational scheme, a cost function is defined to measure the distance between
analyzed precipitation field and observed rainfall quantity. A recursive filter is incorporated into the cost
function which helps spread the observations to nearby grid points. Then a quasi-Newton method is used to
solve the optimal estimation problem by minimizing the cost function. The adjoint technique is used to
derive the gradient of cost function with respect to analysis precipitation. A series of experiments are
performed to intercompare the variational analysis with the original CMORPH satellite products (CMP) and
the bias-adjusted satellite products (Adj-CMP) against the observations. The best overall performance is from
the variational analysis especially rainfall intensity by more than 10mmh�1 with a prevailing mean relative
spatial bias nearly reduction zero, and the correlation coefficient is almost around 0.5 in convection active
areas. Ground cross-validation experiments in which each affected station is withdrawn at once indicated
that the variational analysis can particularly be beneficial and subsequent investigation of heavy rainfall
events. It also reveals that the precipitation analysis field has the ability to improve the accuracy of rainfall
estimation and capture the spatial precipitation pattern agreements in relatively data-sparse regions.

1. Introduction

Despite its critical importance in a wide range of scientific and societal applications, accurate documentation
of precipitation at a high temporal/spatial resolution remains a challenging task. Sources of information on
the spatial pattern and time variations of precipitation include gauge measurements, weather radar observa-
tions, estimates derived from satellite observations in the infrared (IR) and microwave channels, and
simulations/forecasts made by state-of-the-art numerical models. Gauge measurements represent precipita-
tion at the instrument sites with a high quantitative accuracy. However, their spatial coverage is largely con-
centrated over populated land areas and their spatial representativeness is restricted by the spatial variations
of precipitation associated with the scales of the precipitating cloud systems and the influence of underlying
surface. Gridded fields of precipitation are often defined by interpolating irregularly distributed station data
[e.g., Rudolf, 1993; Schneider, 1993; New et al., 2000; Beck et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2007]. Quality of these gauge-
based analyses is a function of both the density and configuration of the local gauge network density
[Morrissey et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2008; Xie and Xiong, 2011].

Observations of weather radars provide reasonable spatial coverage of precipitation over a region of up to
~300 km from the radar sites. Quantitative precipitation estimates from radar observations, however, suffer
from multiple shortcomings including beam blockage by mountains and high buildings, beam height
changes, and uncertainties in the Z-R relationship used to derive precipitation rates from the intensity of
radar reflectivity [Krajewski et al., 2005; Krajewski et al., 2007; Vasiloff et al., 2007]. Similar to the gauge network
discussed above, operational weather radar network is also restricted to areas with power supply. Substantial
progress has been made in the past 30 years to estimate precipitation over the globe from satellite
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observations in the infrared (IR) and passive microwave (PMW) channels as well as from spaceborne active
precipitation radar [e.g., Arkin, 1979; Kummerow et al., 1996; Ferraro, 1997; Kummerow et al., 2001]. Recent
efforts to integrate information from the PMW precipitation retrievals aboard low Earth orbit satellites and
IR observations from geostationary platforms have led to the development and operational production of
several sets of high-resolution satellite precipitation estimates. These include the Precipitation Estimation
from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Network (PERSIANN) of Hsu et al. [1997] and
Hong et al. [2004], the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-sensor Precipitation Analysis
(TMPA) of Huffman et al. [2007], the Naval Research Laboratory blended precipitation estimates of Turk
et al. [2004], the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Morphing technique (CMORPH) of Joyce et al. [2004] and
Joyce and Xie [2011], and the Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation of Ushio et al. [2009]. These high-
resolution satellite estimates have proven to be capable of capturing the time/space variations of precipita-
tion, especially over tropical and subtropical areas and during warm seasons, with seasonally changing and
regionally varying bias and relatively largely random error [Ebert et al., 2007; Hong et al., 2007b; Tian et al.,
2007; Xie et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2009]. These satellite precipitation products exhibit intensity-dependent bias,
overestimating (underestimating) weak (strong) precipitation. In particular, tendency for satellite-based
products to underestimate the strong precipitation would greatly compromise their direct applications in
the detection and quantification of extreme weather events [Tian et al., 2009; Clarke, 2010].

Another source of precipitation information is the precipitation fields generated by state-of-the-art numerical
weather and climate models. Especially, the new generation high-resolution global reanalyses, including the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis-Interim (ERA-I) [Dee, 2011], the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System Reanalysis [Saha et al., 2010], and the NASA
Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications [Rienecker et al., 2011], exhibit substantially
improved performance in depicting global precipitation various upon their respective predecessors [Wang
et al., 2011]. Their capability in capturing cloud and precipitation variations of smaller time/space scales,
however, remains an area for further improvements [Yoo et al., 2011].

An effective way to improve precipitation analysis is to combine the information from individual sources of
information with different error characteristics [Krajewski, 1987]. Over the recent two decades or so, several
algorithms have been developed by both the hydrologists and the meteorologists to optimize the informa-
tion from the gaugemeasurements, radar observations, and satellite observations [Xie and Hong, 2011]. While
details differ in the statistical tools utilized, largely, these algorithms are designed to perform two functions,
i.e., to remove biases in the radar/satellite precipitation estimates through comparisons/calibrations against
gauge observations and, in some cases, also further to combine the bias-corrected radar/satellite estimates
with gauge data to reduce the random error [Xie and Xiong, 2011]. Depending on the assumptions for the
statistical structure of the target radar/satellite precipitation estimation biases, methods to correct bias range
from applying a locally computed adjusting factor [e.g., Huffman et al., 1995], interpolating local biases [e.g.,
Xie and Arkin, 1996], to matching the probability density function (PDF) of the target radar/satellite data
against that for the co-located gauge data [e.g., Xie and Xiong, 2011]. Techniques to blend the bias-corrected
radar/satellite estimates with gauge data include, among other methods, the maximum likelihood estimation
[Huffman et al., 1995; Xie and Arkin, 1996] and the optimal interpolation (OI) [Seo, 1999; Xie and Xiong, 2011].
Examination and cross-validation tests have demonstrated the effectiveness of these techniques in con-
structing precipitation analyses with improved quality compared to the individual input fields.

Successful applications of these objective analysis techniques have yielded operational production of several
gauge-radar and gauge-satellite merged precipitation analyses at regional and global domains. Examples of
gauge-radar merged precipitation products include the Stage IV radar precipitation analysis over Contiguous
United States produced at NOAA/NCE [Lin and Mitchell, 2005], the radar-AMeDAS composite precipitation
estimation product over Japan generated by the Japan Meteorological Agency [Makihara, 2000], and the
National Mosaic Quantitative Precipitation Estimation high-resolution (1 km/5min) gauge-radar merged pre-
cipitation analysis developed by NOAA National Severe Storm Laboratory [Zhang et al., 2011]. Widely used
operational products of gauge-satellite merged analyses or gauge-calibrated satellite precipitation estimates,
meanwhile, include the Global Precipitation Climatology Project merged analyses of monthly, pentad, and
daily precipitations [Huffman et al., 1997; Adler, 2003; Xie et al., 2003; Huffman et al., 1997]; the CPC Merged
Analyses of Precipitation [Xie and Arkin, 1996, 1997]; and the TRMM Multi-sensor Precipitation Analysis
(TMPA) [Huffman et al., 2007].
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Precipitation over China exhibits substantial variations of an assortment of time and space scales. Accurate
documentation of precipitation over China requires generous integration of information from various indivi-
dual sources. Great progress has been made in the recent 10 years or so to design and implement automated
weather stations over many Chinese provinces. As a result, reports of hourly precipitation from over 30,000
manned and automatic stations are being collected on a quasi real-time basis. Gauge-based analyses of
hourly precipitation are constructed on a 0.1° latitude/longitude grid over Mainland of China through inter-
polation of quality-controlled station reports. Density of the Chinese gauge stations, however, is highly
uneven, with much fewer stations installed over the western half of the country. Quality of the gauge-based
analyses is therefore greatly compromised over the region. Even over the eastern half of the country where
the network is quite dense, the network density is still insufficient to accurately capture the location and
intensity of the maximum precipitation caused by the rapid evolution of severe storms.

As described above, blending information from gauge measurements, radar observations, and satellite esti-
mates has proven to be an effective way to produce high-resolution, high-accuracy precipitation analyses for
improved monitoring and quantitative applications. High-resolution satellite precipitation estimates, such as
those produced by the Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural
Network (PERSIANN) [Hsu et al., 1997; Hong et al., 2007a], the TRMM Multi-sensor Precipitation Analysis
(TMPA) [Huffman et al., 2007], and the CPC Morphing technique (CMORPH) [Joyce et al., 2004; Joyce and
Xie, 2011], have been generated operationally with complete spatial coverage over China. A dense network
of advanced weather radars have been installed over eastern China in recent years as part of the moderniza-
tion efforts by the China Meteorological Administration (CMA). Composite maps of radar-based precipitation
estimates, however, are still under development as of 2013.

The objective of this work is to develop a new technique to blend the precipitation information frommulti-
ple sources for the construction of a high-quality hourly precipitation analysis on a fine spatial resolution of
0.1° latitude/longitude over China. While earlier efforts to combine gauge, radar, and satellite precipitation
estimates are mostly based on the optimal interpolation (OI) techniques [e.g., Seo et al., 2000; Xie and Xiong,
2011], a different approach is adopted in this work to integrate the precipitation information through a
two-dimensional variational analysis (2D-VAR) framework. The prototype algorithm described in this paper
aims to combine information of two types of inputs, i.e., the gauge measurements and the satellite esti-
mates. Attention is paid in the design and development of the system to ensure that this new technique
is capable of integrating precipitation information from additional sources including radar observations
with slight modifications in the implementation. This paper is organized as follows: The variational scheme
is presented in section 2. A brief description of sources of inputs and implementation of the algorithm are
provided in section 3. Section 4 discusses the merged product into the improvement of the spatial extent
of the accurate precipitation and details the variational analysis (var-anal) applied to the two heavy
precipitation events during the summer season (June–August 2009), while conclusions are presented in
the final section.

2. Variational Scheme

Optimal interpolation (OI) and variational scheme are two widely used objective techniques in constructing
atmospheric and oceanic analyses. First proposed by Gandin [1965], the OI technique defines analyzed geo-
physical fields by modifying the first guess using available observations. Optimal analysis is computed for
each grid point and for each time step through minimizing the expected error variance. Accurate definition
of the error structure for both the first guess and the observations is a prerequisite for the success of an
OI-based objective analysis [Lorenc, 1981]. The variation approach [e.g., Derb, 1987], meanwhile, defines
the analysis by optimizing the overall performance of the analysis over the entire target time-space domain
expressed as a cost function. One big advantage of the variational approach is the flexibility to include
constraints as part of the cost function, facilitating the explicit consideration of physical consistency and
time/space continuity of the geophysical fields [e.g., Japan Meteorological Agency, 1990]. In addition, error
definition for the first guess and observations is simplified under the variational framework. This avoids
uncertainties introduced by assumptions for the error structure for regions with poor observations
[Kalnay, 2003]. Both the OI and the variational techniques have been successfully applied to construct
observation-based gridded analyses of sea surface temperature [Reynolds and Smith, 1994; Thiébaux et al., 2003;
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Wang and Xie, 2006], precipitation [Xie and Xiong, 2011], and other geophysical variables [e.g., Xie et al., 2012],
through synthesizing information acquired from in situ measurements and satellite observations.

In this work, we aim to develop a variational-based technique to construct a two-dimensional, high-resolution
precipitation analysis through integrating information from gauge observations and satellite estimates. The
concept of a variational method is to determine the analysis by direct minimization of a cost function. Here
the cost function is written as

J pð Þ ¼ γG H F pð Þð Þ � GO½ �Ο�1
G H F pð Þð Þ � GO½ �T

þγS H F pð Þð Þ � SO½ �Ο�1
S H F pð Þð Þ � SO½ �T

(1)

where p is the control variable (precipitation) or the target analysis variable (precipitation) at regular grid
points, SO represents the satellite observations, GO is the gauge observation, F represents a recursive filter
which helps to spread the impact of observations to nearby grid points, H is a bilinear interpolation
operator that interpolates analysis variables to observation locations, and γG and γS are the weighting
factors for the gauge observations and the satellite observations, respectively. They are selected to
account for the relative accuracies of the two input fields, determining their relative strength of their
constraints to the final analysis. The two terms measure the departure of the analysis H(F(p)), form the
gauge observation GO and satellite observations SO, and are weighted by the inverse of the observational
error covariance matrix Ο�1

G and satellite covariance matrix Ο�1
S , respectively. Their optimal values are

determined by statistic error of each type of observation. These values can be determined through
numerical experiments in a trial-and-error fashion too [Sun and Crook, 2001]. The aim of a variational
scheme is to find the state of p for which the best least squares fit between the analysis field and the
original observations with an iterative minimization of a cost function J.

At the minimum, the derivative of the gradient of the cost function J with respect to control variable p
vanishes and the optimal estimate of p satisfies

J pð Þ
∂p

¼ γGF
TΗTO�1

G Η Fpð Þ � GO½ �T

þγSF
TΗTO�1

S Η Fpð Þ � SO½ �T ¼ 0

(2)

where FT is the adjoint of recursive filter operator and HT is the adjoint of the bilinear interpolation operator H.
The role of HT is equivalent to bring the impact of each observation from the observational space back to the
analysis grids. The adjoint operators FT and HT can be derived and coded using themethod described in Errico
[1997]. The recursive filter F is implemented by sequentially applying the following equation (3) to the
analysis variable p in two-dimensional directions when calculating the cost function (1). This filter is an
effective means for spreading the influence of each observation to nearby grid points, thus ensuring a
reasonably smooth analysis. Following the work of Purser and McQuigg [1982], Lorenc [1992], and Hayden
and Purser [1995], a one-dimensional recursive filter is given by

Yi ¼ αYi�1 þ 1� αð ÞXi f or i ¼ 1;⋯; n

Zi ¼ αZiþ1 þ 1� αð ÞYi f or i ¼ n;⋯; 1
(3)

where Xi is the initial value at grid point i, Yi is the value after filtering for i=1 to n, Zi is the initial value after
one pass of the filter in each direction, and α is the filter coefficient given by the following formulation
[Lorenc, 1992]:

α ¼ 1þ E þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E E þ 2ð Þp

E ¼ NΔx2=L2
(4)

where L is the horizontal correlation scale, Δx is the grid spacing, and N is the number of filter passes to be
applied. Equation (4) is a first-order recursive filter, applied in both directions to ensure zero phase change.
Multipass filters (N> 1) are developed by repeated applications of equation (4). A two-dimensional filter
was constructed by applying this one-dimensional filter successively in each coordinate direction. It can be
shown that such multidimensional filters, when applied with several passes, can accurately model error
correlations [Purser et al., 2003; Gao et al., 2004]. A first-order recursive filter is applied in both directions to
make sure that the initial zero or model phase has been changed.
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Given the sparse conventional observational network, the var-anal is insensibility for the first
guess/background field, whereas is understandably sensitive to inputs parameterization implementation.
The procedure for solving the variational problem is as follows:

1. Choose a first guess for precipitation field p (usually zero or guessed climate values).
2. Apply the two-dimension recursive filter to the guess field p and use the forward operator H to interpolate

p from analysis grids to observation points.
3. Calculate the cost function J(p) according to equation (1).
4. Calculate the gradient of the cost function at each grid point (equation (2)) using the adjoint technique

[e.g., Talagrand and Courtier, 1987; Courtier et al., 1998].
5. Use a quasi-Newton minimization algorithm [Liu and Nocedal, 1989] to obtain updated values of the

analysis variable p at each grid point as follows:

pn ¼ p n�1ð Þ þ σ � f ∂J=∂pð Þ (5)

where n is the iteration number, σ is the optimal step size obtained by the “line search” process in optimal
control theory [Grill et al., 1981], and f(∂J/∂p) is the optimal descent direction obtained by combining the
gradients from several previous iterations.

Check whether the optimal solution for p has been found. This is done either by (a) computing the value
of J(p) to determine if it is less than a prescribed tolerance or (b) determining if a specified maximum number
of iterations have been reached. If either criterion is satisfied, then stop iterating. Otherwise, repeat steps 2
through 6 using the updated field of p as the new guess.

3. Data and Implementation
3.1. Data

In this work, the 2D-VAR-based blending technique is developed using gauge-observed and satellite-
estimated hourly precipitation data over China for the summer season period from June to August 2009.
Despite the relatively short period, precipitation observed during the month is typical of that for the summer
season over China, characterized by precipitation events caused by large scale as well as mesoscale weather
systems. Gauge data used in this study are hourly precipitation reports from ~29,000 stations over the
Mainland of China collected and quality controlled by the China Meteorological Administration (CMA)
National Meteorological Information Center. Most of these stations are concentrated over the eastern half
of the country, while gauge stations are much sparser over the western half (Figure 1a). CMORPH satellite pre-
cipitation estimates of Joyce et al. [2004] are used as the second piece of inputs to the 2D-VAR-based hourly
precipitation analysis system. The original CMORPH precipitation data are generated at an 8 km×8 km grid
over the globe (60°S–60°N) and in a time interval of 30min. In this study, the raw CMORPH precipitation data
are integrated into a grid of 0.1° latitude/longitude and averaged into hourly accumulation (Figure 1b).

3.2. Removing Satellite Bias

CMORPH presents similar patterns of hourly precipitation with those from the gauge-based analysis over
China, while systematic errors exist in its overall magnitude (Figure 1c). This systematic error (bias) in the
CMORPH satellite estimates must be removed before variational analysis may be applied to combine the
satellite data with the gauge observations. To this end, a bias correction procedure similar to that of
Boushaki et al. [2009] is adopted. First, CMORPH bias (Ei) at a given 0.1° latitude/longitude grid box (i) is com-
puted for the target hourly time step as the weighted mean of gauge-CMORPH differences over 0.1°
latitude/longitude grid boxes within 0.25° latitude/longitude from the target grid box:

Ei ¼
X
n∈Ωi

ωn Gn � Snð Þ½ �=
X
n∈Ωi

ω′
n (6)

where Gn and Sn are, respectively, gauge observations and CMORPH satellite estimates at a 0.1°
latitude/longitude grid box (n); Ωn denotes the neighborhood region centered at the target grid box (i),
while ωn is the weighting factor accounting for the gauge density and the distance between the target
grid box (i) and the pixel (n), defined as

ωn ¼ ωnd�ωng (7)
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where ωnd is the distance weighting factor while ωng is a function accounting for the refined quantitative
accuracy calculated using gauge data over a grid box with more reporting gauges:

ωnd ¼ D2 � d2n
D2 þ d2n

(8)

where dn is the distance between the target grid box (i) and the grid box (n) where the gauge-satellite
differences are computed and D is the maximum distance, set to 30 km in this study.

The gauge density weighting function varies with the number of reporting gauges inside the grid box, set to
zero if the number of gauges is less than ε and to a unit if the number is larger than α:

ωng ¼ f N; ε; αð Þ

¼
0 N < εð Þ
N=α ε < N < αð Þ
1 N > αð Þ

8>><
>>:

(9)

The gauge-CMORPH differences computed hourly by equation (6) presents substantial frustrations. To
achieve stable statistics, the hourly differences are smoothed over a 31 day period centering at the target

day and applied to define the bias-corrected CMORPH (PiA) from the raw satellite estimates (PiS):

PiA ¼ PiS þ
PiSX

i∈Λi

PiS

X
i∈Ωi

Ei
� �

(10)

where Ωi is the 31 day smoothing period.

3.3. Quantifying Error

Key to the success of a precipitation analysis is the accurate quantification of the errors for the inputs.
Huffman et al. [1997] developed a sophisticated formulation to compute the error variance of satellite estimates

Figure 1. Hourly precipitation (mm/h) over the Mainland of China for 02:00 UTC, 11 July 2009, derived from (a) the grid box
mean of CMA station hourly reports, (b) CMORPH satellite estimates, and (c) their differences relative to the gauge data (mmh�1).
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of precipitation as a polynomial function of
precipitation intensity and sampling size,
reflecting the trend of the random error to
increase with the precipitation intensity
and decrease with the sampling size, respec-
tively. Xie and Xiong [2011] simplified the
formula of Huffman et al. [1997] to assume
that the error variance is proportional to
the precipitation intensity and inversely pro-
portional to the sampling size and deter-
mined the coefficients using real data.

In this study, a slightly different approach is
taken. Following [Lopez and Bauer, 2005] and
Lopez [2010], we relate the magnitude of the
error for the input precipitation fields to the
local spatial variability of the target precipita-
tion fields. Matrices ΟG and ΟS in equation (1)
are supposed to describe observation errors
and satellite estimate errors in terms of
variances (diagonal terms) and covariances
(off-diagonal terms). Since little is known

about gauge rainfall error and satellite precipitation error statistics, several assumptions have been made here:
matrices ΟG and ΟS are assigned to be diagonal (i.e., no spatial correlation among gauge observations error),
and σ has been specified for the error standard deviation of hourly accumulated precipitation amounts. The stan-
dard deviation of precipitation intensity (σ) is modeled as a function of precipitation intensity (ra). Following the
practice of Villarini et al. [2008] and [Villarini and Krajewski, 2008], a three-parameter power law function is taken:

σ rað Þ ¼ σ0 þ arba (11)

where σ is the standard deviation. Proportional constant is determined thought comparison with gauge
analysis over grid boxes with at least one gauge using data over Mainland of China for the summer season
in 2009 shown in Figure 2. The coefficients σ0, d, and e are set to 3.98, 1.7, and 0.59, respectively, through
the least squares fitting of rain gauge and satellite data.

3.4. Error Correction

The last parameter we need to specify to perform the variational analysis is the correction between errors that
occurred over two separate points for the target precipitation field. We assume that the error correlation is a
function of the distance between the two points, expressed as an exponential function of the negative dis-
tance for CMORPH. This is often defined by computing the e-folding distance of the spatially logged correla-
tion for the target field [Habib and Ciach, 2001]. For gauge observations, the correlation between errors at two
different locations is zero. To this end, we computed correlation between the time series of hourly precipita-
tion at two 0.1° latitude/longitude grids with various separation distances over China. We then stratified the
computed correlation as a function of the separation distance and modeled the spatial correlation as a three-
parameter exponential function of the separation. As shown in Figure 3, the spatial correlation in CMORPH
error declines rapidly with the distance, from ~0.9 at a distance of ~10 km to ~0.5 at ~30 km. The e-folding
distance for the hourly precipitation over a 0.1° latitude/longitude grid box is computed as 23.7 km is this
study. In this test, the e-folding distance is arbitrarily set to 24 km.

4. Results and Validation
4.1. Visual Comparisons

The variational scheme is developed based on the assumptions that gauge reports are unbiased with reason-
able gauge network and that satellite estimates are generally biased but contain useful information on the spa-
tial distribution patterns of precipitation. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the hourly precipitation maps over
Mainland of China for 01:00 Z, 8 July 2009, generated by the gauge-based analysis (top left) [Shen et al., 2009],

Figure 2. Scatterplots (black filled squares) between the standard
deviation of conditional rainfall intensity and the rainfall intensity
over 10 km pixels at hourly time scales and an empirical model of the
standard deviation as a function of the rainfall intensity (red line)
based on the least squares fitting of the scattered dots.
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the original CMORPH satellite esti-
mates (top right) [Joyce et al., 2004],
the bias-CMORPH through adjustment
against the gauge data (bottom left),
and the final blended precipitation
analysis through our variational techni-
que (bottom right). As shown in the
gauge-based analysis, a major weather
system was proceeding over northern
China, causing a band of heavy precipi-
tation over the regionwith amaximum
of over 50mmh�1 in the Shangdong
Provinces (Figure 4a). The gauge net-
work density, as displayed in Figure 1,
is very sparse over the Tibetan high
plateau. As a result, the gauge-based
analysis defined by interpolating
reports from these sparsely distributed
stations may have missed some small-
scale precipitation systems captured
by the CMORPH satellite estimates
(Figure 4b). At the same time, the
gauge-based analysis may also gener-

ate suspicious “bull’s-eye” patterns where raining areas are unrealistically spreaded out in interpolating rainfall
reported by isolated stations. The original CMORPH satellite estimates (Figure 4b) were capable of capturing the

Figure 4. Distribution of hourly precipitation over China for 01:00 UTC, 08 July 2009, derived from (a) the gauge-based
analysis, (b) the original CMORPH satellite estimates, (c) the bias-corrected CMORPH, and (d) the gauge-CMORPH blended
precipitation analysis through our variational technique. Unit is mmh�1.

Figure 3. Correlation between hourly precipitation error at two locations as
a function of separation distance, computed using 0.1° latitude/longitude
gridded gauge analysis over China (black filled squares) and modeled as a
three-parameter exponential function through the least squares fitting
(red line). The e-folding distance of the spatially lagged hourly precipitation
is 23.71 km in this calculation.
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overall structure of the precipitation systems over the entire target domain. Themagnitude of the CMORPH pre-
cipitation, however, was significantly lower for the heavy rainfall compared to the gauge data. This tendency of
underestimating precipitation is attributable to the saturated response of the passive microwave observations
to radiance emitted from a column of atmosphere associated with heavy rainfall events.

After the bias correction procedure developed in this study through comparison against the concurrent gauge
observations, themagnitude of the bias-adjusted CMORPH (Figure 4c) is inmuch improved agreement with the
gauge analysis, while the overall distribution patterns remain similar as those in the original CMORPH. In
particular, the maxima of precipitation were much better reflected in the bias-corrected CMORPH, indicating
substantial improvements in CMORPH’s capability to capture severe weather events. The variational analysis
succeeded in producing precipitation analysis with further improved quality, taking advantage of the strengths
from both the input gauge data and the bias-corrected CMORPH satellite estimates. The overall spatial pattern
of precipitation is similar to that of the CMORPH estimates, while the magnitude of the precipitation analysis is
very close to the gauge analysis where the station network is dense and the gauge analysis is more reliable (e.g.,
over the east coast of China). Due to extrapolation of heavy rainfall at isolated stations, unrealistic distribution
patterns (Figure 5a) observed over gauge sparse western China are removed/modified with the inclusion of
spatial patterns from the CMORPH through the 2D-VAR procedure (Figures 5c and 5d). Precipitation field of fine
spatial structure is well captured over Tibetan high plateau where gauge network is relative sparse. Qualitatively

Figure 5. Merged analysis used in gauge sparse regions, derived from (a) gauge-based rainfall, (b) stations distribution,
(c) CMORPH, and (d) gauge-CMORPH blended precipitation analysis through variational technique over Tibetan Plateau.
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speaking, the bias-adjusted and the
2D-VAR procedures succeeded in
blending the information from the
gauge observations and the satellite
estimates as we designed.

4.2. Mainland of China-Wide
Direct Evaluation

A suite of cross-validation tests was
conducted to quantify the per-
formance of the original CMORPH,
bias-corrected CMORPH, and the var-
iational analysis in representing the
spatial-temporal variations of hourly
precipitation over China. Special
emphasis has been put to assess the
above-mentioned products’ capa-
bility in detecting and quantifying
extreme precipitation events. To this
end, reports of hourly precipitation
at 10% randomly selected Chinese
stations are withdrawn. Reports from
the remaining 90% of the stations
are used to create the gauge-based
analysis, bias-adjusted CMORPH, and
the variational analysis, following the
procedures described in sections 2
and 3. This process is repeated for
10 times so that report at each station
is withdrawn once. The original
CMORPH, bias-corrected CMORPH,
and the variational analysis of hourly
precipitation at their raw resolution
(0.1° latitude/longitude) are then

compared against the withdrawn station reports at their corresponding station locations. Only gauge data
over grid boxes with at least one gauge were included in the cross validation to ensure that the variational
analysis is used as the “ground truth” in reasonable quality. The comparison statistics are examined to assess
the performance of the CMORPH precipitation estimates and the variational analysis.
4.2.1. Comparison With Number of Gauges
Comparison with different number of gauges is performed among the valid gauge observation, the original
CMORPH, the adjusted CMORPH, and variational analysis to access if or not the variational process works as
we designed. Figure 6 is computed root-mean-square (RMS) error, and correction coefficients among the four
data sets are calculated for grid boxes with various numbers of stations and for the entire data period from 1
June to 31 August 2009. The values (differences) between the gauge and the satellite estimates (CMORPH
and adjusted CMORPH) areminimumover grid boxes and increase substantially over regions with gauge station
(Figure 6, top left and middle left). The differences between the variational analysis and gauge are very large
over grid boxes with no gauges and decreases as local gauge network becomes dense (Figure 6, bottom left).
The correction coefficient is higher when the numbers of gauges are more shown in the right plot of Figure 6.
These results indicate that the variational analysis over gauge sparse regions is controlled primarily by satellite
estimates while it is influenced more by gauge analysis where station reports are available, confirming that our
objective algorithm works as we design.

Table 1 presents cross-validation statics for relative bias, RMS error, and correlation coefficient comparison
against withdraw valid gauge for the target test period, June–August 2009. As reported in earlier studies

Figure 6. (left) Root-mean-square (RMS) (mmh-1) and (right) correction coef-
ficient are computed through comparison of (top) original CMORPH, (middle)
adjusted CMORPH, and (bottom) variational analysis against the withdrawn
gauge observations of hourly precipitation over Mainland of China grid boxes
with 0, 1, and 2 and more gauges.
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[Xie et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2009; Xie and Xiong, 2011], the original CMORPH satellite precipitation estimates
(column 2) exhibit bias of nonnegligible magnitude that changes with both time and region. After the
gauge-correction procedure is implemented, the bias in CMORPH is reduced substantially (column 8). The
variational processing further lowers the bias a very small magnitude. At the same time, pattern agreement,
reflected by the random error (column 9) and the correlation (column 10), is also improved consecutively
through implementing the bias correction and the variational analysis procedure. Overall, as shown in
Table 1, the bias has been reduced from 3.687% of the mean gauge-measured precipitation in the original
CMORPH to 2.2118% in the gauge-corrected CMORPH and to 0.7078% in the final variational analysis. At
the same time, the pattern correlation is improved from 0.1694 for the original CMORPH to 0.3741 for the
gauge-corrected CMORPH and 0.5620 for the final variational analysis, respectively. These cross-validation
statistics clearly demonstrated that the bias correction and the variational analysis algorithms developed in
this study are capable of constructing gauge-satellite blended hourly precipitation analysis with overall
improved quantitative accuracy upon the input data.
4.2.2. Rainfall Intensity-Based Evaluation
Precipitation and its interactions with other hydrological and hydrometeorological processes are highly non-
linear. It is therefore very important to assess the performance of our precipitation analyses in detecting and
quantifying precipitation events of various intensities. To this end, we grouped the cross-validation test data
into seven categories based on the hourly precipitation intensity and computed the comparison statistics for
each of the groups. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 7, the original CMORPH satellite estimates tend to
overestimate/underestimate the magnitude for weak/strong precipitation events. In particular, the original
CMORPH may underestimate the intensity by more than 10mmh�1 for a precipitation event of 20mmh�1

or stronger. After the bias correction and the variational analysis, the bias in final gauge-satellite blended pre-
cipitation is reduced substantially for precipitation events of all intensities. At the meantime, pattern correla-
tion for the blended precipitation analysis is also improved compared to the original CMORPH satellite
estimates, although the comparison statistics is less stable restricted by the relatively small size of cases.

4.3. Regional-Based Cross Validation

Summer precipitation exhibits substantial regional variations. In general, precipitation over southeastern
China is more or less dominated by organized deep convections, that over northeastern is more associated
with large-scale synoptic weather systems, and that over dry western inland regions is produced by clouds

Table 1. Relative Bias (%), RMS (mmh�1) Error, and Correlation Coefficient Between Validation Data and Original CMORPH (CMP), Adjusted CMORPH (Adj-CMP),
and the Gauge-CMORPH Variational Analysis (Var-Anal), Add One Column to Show the Averaged Hourly Rainfall From Valid Data for Each Month and Overall

CMP Adj-CMP Var-Anal

Bias (%) RMSE (mmh�1)
Correlation
Coefficient Bias (%) RMSE (mmh�1)

Correlation
Coefficient Bias (%) RMSE (mmh�1)

Correlation
Coefficient

June 5.9666 13.3935 0.0233 3.4913 11.9228 0.3369 1.7078 6.5143 0.5224
July �1.151 7.7493 0.4178 0.0352 7.2302 0.5258 �0.09 6.0622 0.5933
August 4.9851 12.9311 �0.0023 2.8378 11.4844 0.2336 2.0783 7.9124 0.4019
Total 3.687 10.8409 0.1694 2.2118 9.7466 0.3741 0.7078 6.5143 0.5620

Table 2. Cross-Validation Results for Cases of Different Precipitation Intensities

Rainfall Intensity

CMP Adj-CMP Var-Anal

Bias (%) RMSE (mmh�1)
Correlation
Coefficient Bias (%) RMSE (mmh�1)

Correlation
Coefficient Bias (%) RMSE (%)

Correlation
Coefficient

<1.0 8.7436 9.7943 0.0019 7.6721 9.6682 �0.3474 6.2959 7.3608 0.7203
1.0–2.0 8.3315 8.4371 0.0887 5.6220 7.8776 0.4410 3.0789 5.6538 0.5040
2.0–5.0 3.5589 8.2891 0.0321 2.3999 7.9032 0.1720 1.2417 5.4938 0.3524
5.0–10.0 1.4332 7.7526 0.0165 1.0122 7.5886 0.1164 0.4834 5.1872 0.1838
10.0–15.0 0.6857 6.7800 0.0728 0.5390 6.8278 0.1770 0.2630 4.8321 0.2466
15.0–20.0 0.3632 5.5235 0.0217 0.3202 5.7952 0.1209 0.1784 4.3134 0.2497
>20.0 �0.6683 8.0219 0.1484 �0.6545 7.4797 0.4671 �0.1137 4.4746 0.6282
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with relatively shallow depth and limited atmospheric moisture. Performance of satellite-based precipitation
estimates rely heavily on the type (convective/stratiform) of precipitation. It therefore will present regional
variations over China. Meanwhile, gauge station network density changes greatly over China, with much
denser local networks over populated well and industrialized eastern regions and very sparse networks on
the western parts of the country.

To examine the relative performance of our gauge-satellite blending technique, we computed the compar-
ison statistics for the cross-validation tests for several regions inside China. For this purpose, the entire
Mainland of China is divided into eight regions, marked as regions a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h, as shown in
Figure 8. Among the eight regions, Region c covers the majority of the Yangtze-Huai River basin, while

Figure 7. (top) The mean bias (mmh�1) and (bottom) relative bias (%) for the original CMORPH (black), bias-corrected
CMORPH (green), and the variational analysis (red) derived using data from the cross-validation tests. Results are computed
and presented for seven groups stratified based on the precipitation intensity from the gauge data.

Figure 8. Number of station reports available in a 0.1° latitude-longitude grid at 04:00 UTC, 08 July 2009. The eight geogra-
phical domains are divided from the terrain and gauge density for the computations of precipitation validation: Northwest,
north China, Jiang-Huai region, south China, Southwest, Eastern of Plateau, Northwest, and Eastern of Northwest.
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Table 3. Same as in Figures 9 and 10a

CMP Adj-CMP Var-Anal

Bias (%)
RMSE

(mmh�1)
Correlation
Coefficient Bias (%)

RMSE
(mmh�1)

Correlation
Coefficient Bias (%)

RMSE
(mmh�1)

Correlation
Coefficient

(a) Northeast 6.1197 7.1925 0.1651 3.9096 6.2350 0.1704 3.1638 4.1032 0.5682
(b) North China 5.9171 6.9569 0.2079 3.2977 5.7892 0.2398 2.8709 3.8229 0.6235
(c) Jiang-Huai region 7.2753 9.8246 0.2405 3.1238 7.7431 0.3159 3.1295 4.9480 0.7051
(d) South China 8.0825 10.1983 0.1928 5.5803 10.028 0.2231 5.0678 6.7452 0.5892
(e) Southwest 5.4800 9.206 0.1940 3.0429 8.3244 0.2333 1.0198 5.6100 0.5956
(f) Eastern of Plateau 7.9452 5.9840 0.1150 4.6180 4.8686 0.1199 3.7117 3.1529 0.5048
(g) Northwest 6.7946 4.8928 0.1079 4.0614 4.1555 0.0978 3.3961 2.9447 0.4734
(h) Eastern part
of Northwest

6.4738 4.9486 0.1661 2.4128 3.1085 0.1826 2.2403 2.0608 0.6060

aCross-validation statistics for the original and gauge-adjusted CMORPH and analysis of hourly precipitation against the validated data in eight divided regions
over China.

Figure 9. Cross-validation statistics for the original and bias-adjusted CMORPH data and variational analysis of hourly
precipitations in (a) Northwest (42.5–55°N, 110–135°E), (b) north China (35–42.5°N, 110–125°E), (c) Jiang-Huai region
(27.5–35°N, 107.5–125°E), (d) south China (15–27.5°N, 107.5–125°E), (e) Southwest (22–35°N, 97.5–107.5°E), (f) Eastern of
Plateau (27.5–35°N, 126–200°E), (g) Northwest (35–50°N, 72–97.5°E), and (h) Eastern of Northwest (35–42.5°N, 97.5–110°E).
Bias values appear in Table 3.
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Region d is located over southern China; precipitation over both regions are dominated by convective heavy
rainfall over the target period of this study. Regions f and g, meanwhile, are Tibetan high plateau and
the semiarid northwestern China, respectively, with precipitation from scattered cloud systems during our
study period.

Despite the differences in both the precipitation systems and the observing gauge networks and satellite
estimates, the gauge-satellite blending technique developed in this study is capable of reducing the bias
in the original CMORPH satellite estimates and improving the pattern correlations for the precipitation
analysis (see Table 3 and Figures 9 and 10 for details). For example, over the southwest China (Region g),
the bias and correlation are 5.48% and 0.1940, respectively, for the original CMORPH, improved to 1.0198%
and 0.5956 for the variational analysis. In general, the final gauge-satellite blended analysis (after the varia-
tional processing) exhibits slightly superior performance, especially in pattern correlation, over eastern
China that over the western regions. This performance difference is likely attributable to the combination
of better performance of the original satellite precipitation estimates and the denser gauge network over
western China.

4.4. Application

In order to test the potential utility of the variational analysis for hydrological applications, the temporal
distributions of precipitation-averaged rain rates are displayed from each of the five respective areas (over
specific basins such as the Yangtze River basin, the heavy rainfall occurrence at the south China region,
and southwest of Jiangsu Province, and the data-sparse region Tibetan Plateau) shown in Figure 11. The

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 but for RMSE, which values are detailed in Table 3.
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comparison of the time series of precipitation for 1 June to 31 August 2009 shows that, especially in lower
Yangtze River basin, the variational analysis performs best. It is found that variational analysis can well repre-
sent some precipitation structures near lower Yangtze River basins and Songhua River (Figure 11a). The time
series of precipitation for two examples were shown in Figures 11b and 11c. Differences among those curves
reflect the spatially averaged effects of spin-up/spin-down on the precipitation, while analysis nicely follows
the gauge observations and satellite estimations, except analysis of the two others largely missed the strong
precipitation around the Yangtze River and south China region. Cross-validation tests confirmed improved
performance of the merged analysis in capturing spatial-temporal variations patterns as well as the PDF of
the precipitation shown in Figure 12. The CMORPH products systematically underestimated rain rates com-
pared to rain gauge, while the variational performs better into catching the temporal variations of rainfall.
This indicates that the satellite estimated tends to underpredict the occurrence of heavy hourly rainfall.
While the satellite estimates all the data sets largely missed the strong precipitation around the west regions,
apparently due to their sparse gauge data in the area. The original CMORPH and adjusted CMORPH captured
some precipitation structures Mainland of China systematically overestimated displayed over Tibetan high
plateau in Figure 11d. The analysis is similar to the gauge observations, apparently due to their sparse gauge
data in this area, such as Tibetan high plateau (Figure 11d), which show higher amounts but still clearly
underestimate precipitation near in complex terrain. Over the Tibetan Plateau, the CMORPH simulations
strongly overestimate the averaged precipitation by about 8.09% while the variational simulations reduce
the bias to 0.34%.

Since rain gauge density is low to the north and west of the region, fine spatial-scale variability in precipita-
tion extremes could be poorly revealed in this region. We examined how well the short-time heavy rainfall
events are captured by our new merged products through comparison of the original CMORPH, the bias-
adjusted CMORPH, and the variational analysis with independent gauge measurements. The impact of heavy
rainfall occurrence integrate data for investigating short-time heavy rainfall occurrence compared to valida-
tion gauge observations (shown with black bar), original CMORPH (blue line), bias-adjusted CMORPH (green
line) at 01–06 July 2009 in south China region and southwest of Jiangshu Province from 02:00 to 14:00 UTC,

Figure 11. Time series of the hourly precipitation average from the validated data (gauge, black bar), original CMORPH
(CMORPH, black dot line), bias-adjusted CMORPH (Adj-CMP, green dot line), and the rainfall analysis (var-anal, red solid
line) over (a) the Yangtze River basin (28–33°N, 110–123°E), (b) south China region (21–24°N, 110–115°E), (c) southwest of
Jiangsu Province (31–32°N, 118–119°E), and (d) data-sparse regions in Tibetan Plateau (25–40°N, 74–104°E).
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07 July 2009. As shown in Figure 11, the heavy precipitation bands over rainfall occurrence were depicted
very well in variational analysis with the maximum precipitation rate over 10mmh�1. Figure 12 shows than
the heavy precipitation bands over the south were depicted very well in analysis with the minimum bias
�0.0430mmh�1. It is also shown that the variational algorithm has no difficulty into integrating these
extreme rain rates, which increases the correlation with the observation from 0.533 (CMORPH) to 0.790,
reduces through the hourly mean bias by �0.09%. In the case of hourly precipitation, variational analysis
has maxima greater than 8–9mmh�1while rather few of satellite data exceeded this amount in study area.
It means that there is poor agreement between the higher precipitation values: the mean maxima calculated
from CMORPH are lower than the mean maxima calculate from the gridded data set. Perhaps it is not
suspicious that satellite has been assumed to physically reach the saturation. This figure indicates that
high-resolution at short-time integratingmerged product is better to study for investigating short-time heavy
rainfall events.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

A new variational technique for the analysis of hourly high-resolution precipitation has been presented, and
the impact of merged data has been investigated with a case study of heavy rainfall over China. In the
technique, a cost function is defined which measures the distance between analyzed precipitation field
and observed precipitation quantity. The problem was then solved by minimizing the cost function that uti-
lized a conjugate gradient method. The adjoint technique is used to drive the gradient of the cost function

Figure 12. Probability density function (PDF, %) of hourly precipitation intensity at a 0.1° latitude/longitude grid box for the
two examples impact of variational analysis for investigating short-time (hourly) heavy rainfall occurrences compared to
validation gauge observations (shown with black bar), the original CMORPH (black dashed line), and biased adjusted
CMORPH (green dot line) over (a) the south China region (21–24°N, 110–115°E) during 01–06 July 2009 and (b) the
southwest of Jiangsu Province (31–32°N, 118–119°E) from 02:00 to 14:00 UTC, 07 July 2009. The plot in the top right for PDF
from 10 to 60mmh�1and more represent the dynamic range of the PDFs in heavy rainfall intensity.
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with respect to analysis precipitation variable. At the minimum, the optimal estimate of precipitation is
obtained. A recurve filter is used to spread observations to nearby grid points. The advantage of this techni-
que is that all available information can be combined into an analysis according to their error sources in a
simple flexible way.

Extensive evaluation of the original CMORPH, bias-adjusted CMORPH, and the variational analysis with the
independent validated data confirmed the increasingly improved performance of the efforts. First of all,
the bias in the original CMORPH precipitation has been adjusted substantially and the correlation for the
bias-adjusted CMORPH is improved compared with that for the original CMORPH both at spatial domain
and hourly time series comparison. The bias-adjusting approach is capable of removing the bias and increas-
ing the pattern correlation consistently throughout the hourly evaluation period. The cross validation con-
firmed further improved the quality of the final combined hourly products that were further improved in
capturing spatial-temporal variation patterns as well as the intensity of the precipitation at hourly time scales,
particularly over the gauge network dense regions. The gauge-based analysis over the Tibetan high plain and
western China is also refined in the combined analysis with the inclusion of information from the satellite esti-
mates. A comparison among the gauge analysis, bias-adjusted CMORPH, and the analysis also indicates that
differences between the gauge analysis and the analysis are relatively large over grid boxes with no gauges
and decreases as local gauge network becomes dense. The differences between original satellite estimates
and the analysis, meanwhile, are relatively large over regions with gauge stations. These results indicate that
the combined analysis over gauge sparse regions is controlled primarily by satellite estimates while it is influ-
enced more by gauge analysis where station reports are available, confirming that our objective algorithm
works as we designed.

In addition, this paper suggests that the accurate detection and estimation of the type precipitation of light
rainfall, solid precipitation, and orographic rainfall is still challenging for the future satellite precipitation
retrievals. Aside from the temporal/spatial resolution issue, inaccuracies in situ measurements are especially
impacted by wind effects at very short accumulation times under gauge catch which becomes worse as wind
speed increases, especially for snow and light rain [Adam et al., 2006]. Future advance in the detection of light
and solid precipitation more reliably will make good use of assimilating Global Precipitation Measurement
dual-frequency radar (K band) and the high-frequency channel of its radiometer. It is worth to apply Soil
Moisture Active and Passive mission to evaluate the occurrence of light precipitation and compare rainfall
forecast skill scores. The use of radar radial velocities would better capture dynamical structures especially
in complex terrain.
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